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LO: To identify sources of sound. 

To start our learning about sound, let’s try to find out what we already know. Draw or write the things you already know 

about sound. 

                       

Write any questions you have about sound. You could use the examples above or you can write your own questions. What 

do you want to find out about sound? 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Musical instruments are played in different ways, but they all have something in common. They all create sounds by 

vibrating. How do we observe vibrations? We can sometimes see and feel vibrations whenever sounds are made. 

  

Watch the BBC Bitesize video to help you with the following task. In the following table, write down the source of the 

sounds. What instrument makes the sound? 

pan pipes   guitar   drums 

What makes the sound? What vibrates? 

 The strings are plucked and they vibrate. 

 The air inside the tube vibrates. 

 You hit the instrument and the surface vibrates. 

 Can you add your own intruments to the table? 
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Sound can travel through different materials. Sound travels through the air to get to our ears. Sound can also travel 

underwater and it can travel through solids too. 

The following table shows you how fast sound can travel as vibrations through various materials. 

Material Speed of Sound (metre/second) 

Rubber 60 

 Air 343 

Lead 1210 

Glass 3240 

Copper 4600 

Gold 3240 

Use your maths skills about comparing and ordering numbers to answer the following questions. 

Which material does sound travel through the quickest? (Which number is the greatest?) ________________ 

Which material does sound travel through the slowest? (Which number is the smallest?) ________________ 

Which are the two materials that sound travels through with the same speed? (Which two numbers are equal?) __________ 

Put the speeds in order from quickest to slowest. (Write them from greatest to smallest.) 

_________________________________________________________________ 

Put the speeds in order from slowest to quickest. (Write them from smallest to greatest.) 

_________________________________________________________________ 

From this table I can tell that when sound travels 

through glass it travels 4600 metres every second. So, 

it travels faster than it travels through gold because it’s 

only moving 3240 metres per second. 


